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Under apartheid, South Africa was “two nations”: one Black and one
White (Nattrass and Seekings 2001). Apartheid in South Africa was an extreme
version of intolerance and discrimination in which the state ensured that the White
citizens enjoyed privileges, such as protected employment, while Africans were
denied regular access to health care, education, and public services (Sherer 2000;
Seekings 2008). Laws such as the Native Laws Amendments Act of 1937
(Library of Congress, Country Studies, South Africa 1996) created physical
segregation that was strictly enforced with the ‘separate development’ policy. The
government controlled the influx of Africans into urban areas and forced
Africans, Coloureds, and Indians to live in separate townships on the outskirts of
cities. Servants were the only Africans allowed to live in the city, which had a
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
traditional family structures (Burman and van der Spuy 1996; Kellett, Mothwa
and Napier 2002; Mokomane 2014; Outwater, Abrahams and Campbell 2005).
The separate development policy meant that Africans lived in areas with few
resources, opportunities and little infrastructure. As a result, African children
were offered limited options in the mainstream economy. Social segregation was
reinforced by the Group Areas Acr, the Prohibition of Mixed Marriage Act of
1949 (banning interracial marriages), and the Reservation of Separate Amenities
Act of 1953 (segregated public facilities) (Library of Congress, Country Studies,
South Africa 1996). Given the severe conditions, Nelson Mandela and other
Africans struggling for freedom faced a daunting challenge as they worked, “to
liberate all our people from the continuing bondage of poverty, deprivation,
suffering, gender and other discrimination (Mandela 1995: loc. 10406).”
With a goal to understand the economic status of racial/ethnic groups in
South Africa in a post-Mandela South Africa, we use the Cape Area Panel Study
data to examine the predictors of the household income of older adult households
(those 50 and older who live in the Cape Area) focusing on the personal
characteristics and household conditions of older adult South Africans by race and
sex. We use racial categories in the analysis of this study given the extent to
which the strict and draconian policies of exclusion mentioned above have led to
extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
Coloureds. This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that
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South Africa 1996). Given the severe conditions, Nelson Mandela and other
Africans struggling for freedom faced a daunting challenge as they worked, “to
liberate all our people from the continuing bondage of poverty, deprivation,
suffering, gender and other discrimination (Mandela 1995: loc. 10406).”
With a goal to understand the economic status of racial/ethnic groups in
South Africa in a post-Mandela South Africa, we use the Cape Area Panel Study
data to examine the predictors of the household income of older adult households
(those 50 and older who live in the Cape Area) focusing on the personal
characteristics and household conditions of older adult South Africans by race and
sex. We use racial categories in the analysis of this study given the extent to
which the strict and draconian policies of exclusion mentioned above have led to
extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
Coloureds. This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that
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Table 1. Site characteristics of stream gauges used in this study.
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(Library of Congress, Country Studies,
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Milwaukee, WI
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all our people
from the continuing
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of poverty,62deprivation,
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fluctuationsuffering, gender and other discrimination (Mandela 1995: loc. 10406).”
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With a goal
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understand
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extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
1
Information taken from the “Remarks” section of the USGS gaging station website that describes
Coloureds.
This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that

characteristics of the site location. HCDN-Hydro Climate Data Network (HCDN-2009) sites taken
from Lins (2012).
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conditions
of
older
adult
South
Africans
by race and
(1)
Estimate
the
slope
of
the
of
time
series
using
Theil-Sen
Approach
change in the data (Kundzewicz and Robson 2004). We used the non- and
sex.
We
use
racial
categories
in
the
analysis
of
this
study
given
the
extent
detrend the
series if necessary;
parametric
Mann-Whitney
test because it makes no assumptions about the to
which
the strict
and
draconian
policies ofof
exclusion
above have led to
(2)
Compute
lag-1
coefficients
the time mentioned
series
then
normality
of thethe
data,
butserial
the assumption
of independence
in and
the data
extremethe
discrimination,
segregation,
andseries.
violence
affecting
mostly
and
remove
AR(1)The
component
from
This
referred
asAfricans
the
should
be accepted.
assumption
ofthe
independence
isisviolated
iftoserial
Coloureds.
This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that
TFPW
procedure;
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(3) Blend
identifiedand
slope
and residuals.
Thegoods
blended
keeps
thethe
household,
number
of consumer
areseries
related
to the
trend from
being
by the AR(1);
income
forinfluenced
all racial groups.
(4) The Mann-Kendall test is applied to the blended series and testing for
Underatapartheid,
South
Africa was “two nations”: one Black and one
significance
the α = 0.05
level.
White (Nattrass and Seekings 2001). Apartheid in South Africa was an extreme
version A
ofsingle
intolerance
and
discrimination
in which the
that the White
change
point
analysis (1963-2012)
on state
peakensured
and mean
citizens
enjoyed privileges,
such asWe
protected
employment,
while
Africans were
annual streamflow
was conducted.
used the
nonparametric
change
denied
regular
access (i.e.,
to health
care,
education,
public
(Sherer 2000;
point model
package
‘cmp’
package)
in R and
to test
for aservices
single change
Seekings
2008).
as the Native
of 1937
point in the
data Laws
(Ross,such
forthcoming).
TheLaws
‘cmp’Amendments
package wasAct
used
(Library
of Congress,
Country
Studies, South
Africaand
1996)
because the
observations
are processed
sequentially
notcreated
batchedphysical
segregation that was strictly enforced with the ‘separate development’ policy. The
(Ross, forthcoming). If a change point is established in the data then no
government controlled the influx of Africans into urban areas and forced
more analysis of the time series data occurs. Within the ‘cmp’ package a
Africans, Coloureds, and Indians to live in separate townships on the outskirts of
Mann-Whitney test was used to identify a single change point in peak and
cities. Servants were the only Africans allowed to live in the city, which had a
mean annual streamflow.
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
A change point in a hydrologic time series occurs when there is an
traditional family structures (Burman and van der Spuy 1996; Kellett, Mothwa
abrupt change in the data (Kundzewicz and Robson 2004). We used the
and Napier 2002; Mokomane 2014; Outwater, Abrahams and Campbell 2005).
non-parametric
Mann-Whitney
test
because
makes no
assumptions
The
separate development
policy
meant
that itAfricans
lived
in areas with few
about
the
normality
of
the
data,
but
the
assumption
of
independence
the
resources, opportunities and little infrastructure. As a result, African in
children
if
data should
accepted.
Thein
assumption
of independence
is violated
were
offeredbelimited
options
the mainstream
economy. Social
segregation
was
serial
correlation
exists
in
the
data
(Kundzewicz
and
Robson
2004).
We
reinforced by the Group Areas Acr, the Prohibition of Mixed Marriage Act of
tested
for AR(1)interracial
using themarriages),
Durbin-Watson
testReservation
statistic. A of
1 percent
1949 (banning
and the
Separate Amenities
significance
test
was
used
for
identifying
serial
correlated
data.
Act of 1953 (segregated public facilities) (Library of Congress, Country Studies,
Streamflow
thatGiven
was serial
correlated
was notNelson
used inMandela
the analysis.
South
Africadata
1996).
the severe
conditions,
and other
Africans struggling for freedom faced a daunting challenge as they worked, “to
3. RESULTS
DISCUSSION
liberate
all ourAND
people
from the continuing bondage of poverty, deprivation,
suffering, gender and other discrimination (Mandela 1995: loc. 10406).”
a goal toTrends
understand the economic status of racial/ethnic groups in
3.1 PeakWith
Streamflow
South Africa in a post-Mandela South Africa, we use the Cape Area Panel Study
data to examine
the predictors
thesignificance
household income
of olderatadult
Peak streamflow
trendsoffor
were evaluated
α = households
(thosePeak
50 and
older whoincreased
live in the
Area)
focusing
on theatpersonal
0.05.
streamflow
at Cape
one gage
(4%),
decreased
7 gages
characteristics
and household
older (Fig.
adult 2).
South
Africans
(30%),
and showed
no changeconditions
at 18 gagesof(66%)
Four
of the by race and
sex.
We
use
racial
categories
in
the
analysis
of
this
study
given
the
extent to
seven gages with decreased peak streamflow are in the Driftless Area
which the strict
of exclusion
mentioned
ecoregion,
whileand
thedraconian
other threepolicies
gages are
in the Northern
Lakesabove
and have led to
extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
Forest ecoregion and the North Central Hardwood Forests ecoregion. The
Coloureds. This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that
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only stream
gage that showed
an increase
in peakgoods
streamflow
was to
in the
the household,
and number
of consumer
are related
North Central
Forests
ecoregion.
incomeHardwood
for all racial
groups.
Fig. 2. Peak
streamflow
trends
in Wisconsin.
Blue “two
(up arrow)
represents
Under
apartheid,
South
Africa was
nations”:
onesingle
Blackgage
andthat
one
has increased
streamflow,
while red2001).
(down)Apartheid
arrows represent
gagesAfrica
that have
decreased
White
(Nattrass
and Seekings
in South
was
an extreme
streamflow.
The
solid
black
dot
represents
no
statistical
difference
in
peak
streamflow.
version of intolerance and discrimination in which the state ensured that the White

citizens enjoyed privileges, such as protected employment, while Africans were
denied regular access to health care, education, and public services (Sherer 2000;
Seekings 2008). Laws such as the Native Laws Amendments Act of 1937
(Library of Congress, Country Studies, South Africa 1996) created physical
segregation that was strictly enforced with the ‘separate development’ policy. The
government controlled the influx of Africans into urban areas and forced
Africans, Coloureds, and Indians to live in separate townships on the outskirts of
cities. Servants were the only Africans allowed to live in the city, which had a
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
traditional family structures (Burman and van der Spuy 1996; Kellett, Mothwa
and Napier 2002; Mokomane 2014; Outwater, Abrahams and Campbell 2005).
The separate development policy meant that Africans lived in areas with few
resources, opportunities and little infrastructure. As a result, African children
were offered limited options in the mainstream economy. Social segregation was
reinforced by the Group Areas Acr, the Prohibition of Mixed Marriage Act of
1949 (banning interracial marriages), and the Reservation of Separate Amenities
Act of 1953 (segregated public facilities) (Library of Congress, Country Studies,
South Africa 1996). Given the severe conditions, Nelson Mandela and other
Africans struggling for freedom faced a daunting challenge as they worked, “to
liberate all our people from the continuing bondage of poverty, deprivation,
suffering, gender and other discrimination (Mandela 1995: loc. 10406).”
With a goal to understand the economic status of racial/ethnic groups in
The peak
trend
results
calculated
South Africa
in a streamflow
post-Mandela
South
Africa,
we usefor
theWisconsin
Cape Areaare
Panel Study
similar
to
other
reported
studies
in
the
United
States.
Previous
studies
data to examine the predictors of the household income of older adult households
report
increased
peaklive
streamflow
trends
arefocusing
less prevalent
the
(those that
50 and
older who
in the Cape
Area)
on the across
personal
United
States than
streamflow
(Lins and
characteristics
and increased
householdminimum
conditionsand
of median
older adult
South Africans
by race and
Slack
1999;
et al. 2000;
McCabe
and
2002;
Lins
sex. We
use Douglas
racial categories
in the
analysis
ofWolock
this study
given
theand
extent to
Slack
Small
al. 2006; policies
Villariniof
and
Smith 2010).
Whileabove
increasing
which2005;
the strict
andetdraconian
exclusion
mentioned
have led to
trends
indiscrimination,
peak streamflow
are limitedand
in Wisconsin,
a changemostly
in climate
extreme
segregation,
violence affecting
Africans and
resulting
in This
greater
is similarity
a major concern
(WICCI,within
2011).the racial groups that
Coloureds.
hasfloods
created
of experiences
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Thehousehold,
2011 WICCI
states
that climate
change
is expected
the
andreport
number
of consumer
goods
are related
to to
increaseincome
the magnitude
and frequency
for all racial
groups. of precipitation events that would
lead to higher peak streamflows (i.e., magnitude) in Wisconsin streams
Under
apartheid,
South Africaare
was
“two nations”:
Black and one
and rivers.
Higher
peak streamflows
expected
to occurone
in watersheds
White
(Nattrass
Seekings
2001).
Apartheid
SouthMore
Africa
was an extreme
that
flood
in lateand
winter
or early
spring
(WICCI,in2011).
intense
versionare
of intolerance
discrimination
in which
the state
ensured
that
the White
storms
likely in theand
spring
when agricultural
fields
are bare,
which
will
citizens enjoyed
such as protected
employment,
while
Africans were
promote
overlandprivileges,
flow and increased
streamflow.
Precipitation
patterns
denied1950-2006
regular access
health care,
education,
public services
(Sherer
from
were to
compared
for the
state of and
Wisconsin
(Kucharik
et al. 2000;
Seekings
2008).
LawsThe
such
as theofNative
Laws Amendments
of 1937
2010;
WICCI
2011).
results
these studies
are that meanAct
annual
(Library of Congress,
Country
Studies,
South
Africa 1996)
createdportions
physical
precipitation
has increased
50-100
mm in
the central
and southern
segregation that was strictly enforced with the ‘separate development’ policy. The
of the state and decreased in the far north by 20-60 mm since 1950.
government controlled the influx of Africans into urban areas and forced
Peak streamflow in the Driftless Area decreased at 50 percent of
Africans, Coloureds, and Indians to live in separate townships on the outskirts of
its gages even with increases in mean annual precipitation, which suggests
cities. Servants were the only Africans allowed to live in the city, which had a
that mean annual precipitation does not influence peak streamflow. Gebert
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
and Krug (1996) examined streamflow trends on six gages in the Driftless
traditional family structures (Burman and van der Spuy 1996; Kellett, Mothwa
Area and found results similar to ours. Possible reasons for decreased peak
and Napier 2002; Mokomane 2014; Outwater, Abrahams and Campbell 2005).
flow
are changes
in agricultural
thatAfricans
increased
water
infiltration
The separate
development
policypractices
meant that
lived
in areas
with few
and
decreased
overland
flow
to
streams
(Potter
1991;
Krug
into
the
soil
resources, opportunities and little infrastructure. As a result, African children
1996;
Gebert limited
and Krug
1996).inPrior
to conservation
measures
applied
to
were offered
options
the mainstream
economy.
Social
segregation
was
the
highly
dissected
watersheds
of
the
Driftless
Area,
high
gradient
slopes
reinforced by the Group Areas Acr, the Prohibition of Mixed Marriage Act of
were farmed
which
left themarriages),
soil more susceptible
to soil erosion
and Amenities
1949
(banning
interracial
and the Reservation
of Separate
runoff,
which(segregated
would havepublic
increased
peak (Library
annual flows
within the
region.Studies,
Act
of 1953
facilities)
of Congress,
Country
A gageAfrica
on the1996).
Menominee
and Peshtigo
River
in the
Northern
Lake
South
Given River
the severe
conditions,
Nelson
Mandela
and
other
and Forests
show peak
decreasing.
Precipitation
inthey
the northAfricans
struggling
for streamflow
freedom faced
a daunting
challenge as
worked, “to
central part
of Wisconsin
decreased
by 20-60
mm per
sincedeprivation,
1950 or
liberate
all our
people from
the continuing
bondage
of year
poverty,
suffering,
gender
and other
discrimination
1995: loc. 10406).”
has remained
relatively
constant
(Kucharik(Mandela
et al. 2010).
With
a goal
to River
understand
the economic
status of racial/ethnic
The St.
Croix
at St. Croix
Falls, Wisconsin
was the onlygroups in
South
Africapeak
in a streamflow
post-Mandela
South Africa,
we use
theSt.
Cape
Area
Panel Study
gage where
increased.
The gage
on the
Croix
receives
data
examine
thelarger
predictors
of thearea
household
of older
watertofrom
a much
drainage
than theincome
rest of the
gagesadult
usedhouseholds
in
(those
50 and
older
live
in theof
Cape
Area) isfocusing
on the and
personal
this study
(Table
1).who
Sixty
percent
the basin
in Wisconsin
40
characteristics
and household
of olderdraining
adult South
Africans
by race and
percent is in Minnesota.
Muchconditions
of the watershed
the St.
Croix has
sex.
We
use
racial
categories
in
the
analysis
of
this
study
given
the
extent
witnessed a decrease in mean annual precipitation. One reason that may to
which
thetostrict
and draconian
of exclusion
have led to
have led
the increase
in peakpolicies
streamflow
at the St.mentioned
Croix gageabove
includes
extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
an increase in suburban development in the lower portion of the
Coloureds. This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that
watershed. The St. Croix River Watershed Conservation Priorities Report
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of 2006the
states
that an increase
in impervious
features
impacting
the
household,
and number
of consumer
goodsisare
related to
natural income
flow hydrology
of thegroups.
landscape.
for all racial
Under
apartheid,
SouthTrends
Africa was “two nations”: one Black and one
3.2 Mean
Annual
Streamflow
White (Nattrass and Seekings 2001). Apartheid in South Africa was an extreme
version Mean
of intolerance
and discrimination
which the state
thatatthe White
annual streamflow
trends forinsignificance
wereensured
evaluated
citizens
protected
employment,
while
were
α
= 0.05.enjoyed
Across privileges,
Wisconsin such
meanasannual
streamflow
increased
at Africans
nine
denied(35%)
regularand
access
to health
education,
andatpublic
services (Sherer
2000;
gages
decreased
andcare,
showed
no change
the remaining
17
Seekings
2008).
as the
Native
Lawsemerged
Amendments
1937
gages
(65%)
(Fig.Laws
3). Asuch
distinct
spatial
pattern
whenAct
the of
gages
(Library
of Congress,
Studies,
South
created physical
were
mapped
(Fig. 3).Country
Most gages
where
meanAfrica
annual1996)
streamflow
segregation that was strictly enforced with the ‘separate development’ policy. The
increased are located in the southern part of Wisconsin, which are
government controlled the influx of Africans into urban areas and forced
predominantly located in the Driftless Area and Southeastern Wisconsin
Africans, Coloureds, and Indians to live in separate townships on the outskirts of
Till Plains ecoregions. The spatial pattern described for increases in mean
cities. Servants were the only Africans allowed to live in the city, which had a
annual streamflow mimic the changes in precipitation outlined by the
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
WICCI report (2011).
traditional family structures (Burman and van der Spuy 1996; Kellett, Mothwa
and Napier 2002; Mokomane 2014; Outwater, Abrahams and Campbell 2005).
Fig 3. Mean annual streamflow trends. Blue (up arrow) represents gages that have
The separate development policy meant that Africans lived in areas with few
increased streamflow. Increasing trends exist primarily in the Driftless Area and
resources,
opportunities
andPlains
little ecoregions.
infrastructure.
As black
a result,
African children
Southeastern
Wisconsin Till
The solid
dot represents
no
were offered limited options
in difference
the mainstream
economy. Social segregation was
statistical
in streamflow.
reinforced by the Group Areas Acr, the Prohibition of Mixed Marriage Act of
1949 (banning interracial marriages), and the Reservation of Separate Amenities
Act of 1953 (segregated public facilities) (Library of Congress, Country Studies,
South Africa 1996). Given the severe conditions, Nelson Mandela and other
Africans struggling for freedom faced a daunting challenge as they worked, “to
liberate all our people from the continuing bondage of poverty, deprivation,
suffering, gender and other discrimination (Mandela 1995: loc. 10406).”
With a goal to understand the economic status of racial/ethnic groups in
South Africa in a post-Mandela South Africa, we use the Cape Area Panel Study
data to examine the predictors of the household income of older adult households
(those 50 and older who live in the Cape Area) focusing on the personal
characteristics and household conditions of older adult South Africans by race and
sex. We use racial categories in the analysis of this study given the extent to
which the strict and draconian policies of exclusion mentioned above have led to
extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
Coloureds. This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that
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While
areas of and
increased
precipitation
ingoods
Wisconsin
correlate
the
household,
number
of consumer
are related
to well
with increased
streamflow, additional factors may have
income mean
for allannual
racial groups.
impacted streamflow trends in southern Wisconsin over the last 50 years.
apartheid,land
South
Africa wascould
“two nations”:
one Black
ChangesUnder
in agricultural
management
have increased
meanand one
White (Nattrass
andThe
Seekings
Apartheidpractices
in SouthinAfrica
was an extreme
annual
streamflow.
change2001).
in agricultural
the mid-1930s
version
of intolerance
discrimination
the state
that the White
in
southern
Wisconsinand
ecoregions
resultedininwhich
decreased
soil ensured
erosion and
citizens enjoyed
privileges,
as protected
employment,
while Africans
increased
infiltration,
whichsuch
decreased
flood peaks
and increased
mean were
denied streamflow
regular access
to health
and
public
services
(Sherer 2000;
annual
(Gebert
and care,
Krugeducation,
1996; Knox
2001;
Juckem
et al.
Seekings
2008).inLaws
as the
Native Laws
1937
2008).
Studies
Iowa such
and the
Mississippi
RiverAmendments
basin report Act
that of
annual
(Library
ofannual
Congress,
Country
Studies,
South
Africaflow
1996)
created physical
base
flow,
minimum
flow,
annual
minimum
percentage,
and
segregation that was strictly enforced with the ‘separate development’ policy. The
annual discharge have increased at many Midwestern gages during the
government controlled the influx of Africans into urban areas and forced
second half of the 20th century (Schilling and Libra 2003; Zhang and
Africans, Coloureds, and Indians to live in separate townships on the outskirts of
Schilling 2006). They attribute this change to improved conservation
cities. Servants were the only Africans allowed to live in the city, which had a
practices, greater artificial drainage, increased row crop production, and
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
channel incision.
traditional family structures (Burman and van der Spuy 1996; Kellett, Mothwa
Precipitation in much of the Northern Lakes and Forests ecoregion
and Napier 2002; Mokomane 2014; Outwater, Abrahams and Campbell 2005).
has
over the last policy
50 years.
Watras
al. (2014)
reported
Thedecreased
separate development
meant
that et
Africans
lived
in areasthat
with few
unusually
low
water
levels
have
been
observed
in
northern
Wisconsin
resources, opportunities and little infrastructure. As a result, African children
lakes
over thelimited
last decade
(i.e.,
Theeconomy.
decreasedSocial
precipitation
were offered
options
in 1990-2012).
the mainstream
segregation was
decrease
in
mean
annual
discharge
has
not
led
to
a
statistically
significant
reinforced by the Group Areas Acr, the Prohibition of Mixed Marriage Act of
over
last 50interracial
years. Mean
annual streamflow,
however, of
decreased
1949the
(banning
marriages),
and the Reservation
SeparatetoAmenities
record
low levels
over thepublic
last decade
at numerous
gages
in the Northern
Act of 1953
(segregated
facilities)
(Library of
Congress,
Country Studies,
Lakes
and
Forests
ecoregions.
If
long-term
dry
periods
continue
inand other
South Africa 1996). Given the severe conditions, Nelson Mandela
Northern struggling
Wisconsinfor
over
the next
few adecades
thechallenge
ecological
of
Africans
freedom
faced
daunting
as health
they worked,
“to
aquatic systems
in northern
Wisconsin
could
be impaired.
liberate
all our people
from the
continuing
bondage
of poverty, deprivation,
suffering, gender and other discrimination (Mandela 1995: loc. 10406).”
WithPoint
a goalAnalysis
to understand the economic status of racial/ethnic groups in
3.3 Change
South Africa in a post-Mandela South Africa, we use the Cape Area Panel Study
data
to examine
the predictors
the household
income
of older adult
Change
points were
establishedofstatistically
using
a significance
valuehouseholds
of α
(those
and older
live ainchange
the Cape
Area)
focusing
onstreamflow
the personal
= 0.05.50
Three
gageswho
showed
point
in peak
annual
characteristics
conditions
older
South
Africans
(Table 3). The and
peakhousehold
streamflow
change ofofall
threeadult
gages
indicated
a by race and
sex.
We
use
racial
categories
in
the
analysis
of
this
study
given
the
extent
to
decrease in flow (Table 3). Two of the gages were located on the
which
the strict
andand
draconian
policies
of exclusion
mentioned
Menominee
River
the Peshtigo
River
in the Northern
Lakesabove
and have led to
extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
Forest ecoregion (Fig. 4). Change points for the two rivers were identified
Coloureds. This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that
in 2005. The other change point that occurred was on the Platte River near
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Rockwell
1980. Theand
Platte
Riverofis consumer
located in goods
the Driftless
Areato
theinhousehold,
number
are related
ecoregion.
Onlyfor
one
point was identified in the Driftless Area even
income
allchange
racial groups.
though four statistically significant trends in peak streamflow were
Under
South
AfricaArea
was ecoregion
“two nations”:
onehighly
Black and one
identified.
Theapartheid,
rivers in the
Driftless
are not
White
(Nattrass
andorSeekings
2001).
Apartheid
in South
was an
regulated
by dams
diversions.
A reason
why the
other Africa
three gages
didextreme
version
of intolerance
and discrimination
which
ensured that the White
not indicate
change points
is because theyindrain
an the
areastate
substantially
citizens
enjoyed
privileges,
suchsmaller
as protected
Africans were
larger than
the Platte
River and
basinsemployment,
will respond while
more rapidly
denied
regular
to change.
health care, education, and public services (Sherer 2000;
to climatic
and access
land use
Seekings 2008). Laws such as the Native Laws Amendments Act of 1937
(Library
of Congress,
Country
Studies,
South
1996)
created
Fig. 4. Change
point detection
representing
spatial
andAfrica
temporal
patterns
in peakphysical
annual
segregation that was strictly enforced
with
the
‘separate
development’
policy. The
streamflow.
government controlled the influx of Africans into urban areas and forced
Africans, Coloureds, and Indians to live in separate townships on the outskirts of
cities. Servants were the only Africans allowed to live in the city, which had a
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
traditional family structures (Burman and van der Spuy 1996; Kellett, Mothwa
and Napier 2002; Mokomane 2014; Outwater, Abrahams and Campbell 2005).
The separate development policy meant that Africans lived in areas with few
resources, opportunities and little infrastructure. As a result, African children
were offered limited options in the mainstream economy. Social segregation was
reinforced by the Group Areas Acr, the Prohibition of Mixed Marriage Act of
1949 (banning interracial marriages), and the Reservation of Separate Amenities
Act of 1953 (segregated public facilities) (Library of Congress, Country Studies,
South Africa 1996). Given the severe conditions, Nelson Mandela and other
Africans struggling for freedom faced a daunting challenge as they worked, “to
liberate all our people from the continuing bondage of poverty, deprivation,
suffering, gender and other discrimination (Mandela 1995: loc. 10406).”
With a goal to understand the economic status of racial/ethnic groups in
South Africa in a post-Mandela South Africa, we use the Cape Area Panel Study
data to examine the predictors of the household income of older adult households
(those 50 and older who live in the Cape Area) focusing on the personal
characteristics and household conditions of older adult South Africans by race and
sex. We use racial categories in the analysis of this study given the extent to
which the strict and draconian policies of exclusion mentioned above have led to
extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
Coloureds. This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that
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Table 3.
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theStream
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toannual
streamflow.
income for all racial groups.
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Change
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Point Median (cfs) 1% Significance
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South
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Seekings 2008).
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04086000Country
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116development’
1.566
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1.606
05405000and 1972
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Indians to live
on the1.712
outskirts of
05426000
1973
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were the only
allowed to live214
in the city, which
1973 Africans155
1.717 had a
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
traditional
family
structures
(Burman
and
vaninder
Spuyannual
1996;streamflow
Kellett, Mothwa
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showed
a change
point
mean
and Napier
2002;of
Mokomane
andmean
Campbell
2005).
(Table
3). Seven
the change2014;
pointsOutwater,
indicatedAbrahams
an increased
annual
The separate
development
meant
that annual
Africans
lived
in areas
flow,
while five
indicated apolicy
decreased
mean
flow
(Fig.
5). A with few
resources,
opportunities
and little
infrastructure.
As ainvestigating
result, African
children
distinct
spatial
and temporal
pattern
is evident when
mean
were offered
limitedchange
options
in theThe
mainstream
economy.
segregation
annual
streamflow
points.
seven change
pointsSocial
that identify
an was
reinforced
the annual
Group Areas
ProhibitionWisconsin
of Mixed Till
Marriage
increase
in by
mean
exist inAcr,
the the
Southeastern
PlainsAct of
1949the
(banning
interracial
marriages),
theofReservation
of Separate
Amenities
and
Driftless
Area ecoregions.
Alland
seven
the gages identify
change
Act of 1953 (segregated public facilities) (Library of Congress, Country Studies,
points between 1971 and 1973. Considering that these change points occur
South Africa 1996). Given the severe conditions, Nelson Mandela and other
across two ecoregions and encompass two-years of change streamflow
Africans struggling for freedom faced a daunting challenge as they worked, “to
regulation was ruled out as a potential cause of the changes. In addition,
liberate all our people from the continuing bondage of poverty, deprivation,
four of the seven gages have no listing of regulation on the USGS website
suffering, gender and other discrimination (Mandela 1995: loc. 10406).”
(Table 1). The change points detected in the southern part of the state
With a goal to understand the economic status of racial/ethnic groups in
correlate
wellinwith
results by Juckem
al. (2008)
which
show Area
an increase
South Africa
a post-Mandela
SouthetAfrica,
we use
the Cape
Panel Study
in
precipitation
and
baseflow
around
1970.
Whereas,
the
five
gages
that
data to examine the predictors of the household income of older adult households
identify50a and
change
point
annual
streamflow
decreasing
are in
(those
older
whowhere
live inmean
the Cape
Area)
focusingison
the personal
the Northern Lakes
and Forests
and the North
Central
Forests.
characteristics
and household
conditions
of older
adultHardwood
South Africans
by race and
Change
for decreasing
mean
annual streamflow
aregiven
identified
muchto
sex.
We points
use racial
categories in
the analysis
of this study
the extent
1998,
2005) than
thoseofthat
portray mentioned
increases inabove
meanhave led to
later (i.e.,
which
the 1987,
strict and
draconian
policies
exclusion
annual
(Fig. segregation,
5). The decline
precipitation
in northern
extremestreamflow
discrimination,
andinviolence
affecting
mostly Africans and
Wisconsin
couple
of decades
has decreased
mean
Coloureds. over
This the
haslast
created
similarity
of experiences
within
theannual
racial groups that
streamflow. Regulation was ruled out as a contributing factor in
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establishing
chain points
the northern
Wisconsin
ecoregions
because
the household,
andinnumber
of consumer
goods
are related
to
regulation
is primarily
diurnal
and change points correlate well with
income
for all racial
groups.
known decreases in precipitation over the last two decades (Table 1)
apartheid, South Africa was “two nations”: one Black and one
(WatrasUnder
et al. 2014).
White (Nattrass and Seekings 2001). Apartheid in South Africa was an extreme
version
of intolerance
and representing
discrimination
which
the patterns
state ensured
the White
Fig. 5. Change
point detection
spatialinand
temporal
in meanthat
annual
citizens enjoyed privileges, such streamflow.
as protected employment, while Africans were
denied regular access to health care, education, and public services (Sherer 2000;
Seekings 2008). Laws such as the Native Laws Amendments Act of 1937
(Library of Congress, Country Studies, South Africa 1996) created physical
segregation that was strictly enforced with the ‘separate development’ policy. The
government controlled the influx of Africans into urban areas and forced
Africans, Coloureds, and Indians to live in separate townships on the outskirts of
cities. Servants were the only Africans allowed to live in the city, which had a
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
traditional family structures (Burman and van der Spuy 1996; Kellett, Mothwa
and Napier 2002; Mokomane 2014; Outwater, Abrahams and Campbell 2005).
The separate development policy meant that Africans lived in areas with few
resources, opportunities and little infrastructure. As a result, African children
were offered limited options in the mainstream economy. Social segregation was
reinforced by the Group Areas Acr, the Prohibition of Mixed Marriage Act of
1949 (banning interracial marriages), and the Reservation of Separate Amenities
Act of 1953 (segregated public facilities) (Library of Congress, Country Studies,
South Africa 1996). Given the severe conditions, Nelson Mandela and other
Africans struggling for freedom faced a daunting challenge as they worked, “to
liberate all our people from the continuing bondage of poverty, deprivation,
suffering, gender and other discrimination (Mandela 1995: loc. 10406).”
With a goal to understand the economic status of racial/ethnic groups in
South Africa in a post-Mandela South Africa, we use the Cape Area Panel Study
data to examine the predictors of the household income of older adult households
(those 50 and older who live in the Cape Area) focusing on the personal
characteristics and household conditions of older adult South Africans by race and
sex. We use racial categories in the analysis of this study given the extent to
which the strict and draconian policies of exclusion mentioned above have led to
extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
Coloureds. This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that

3.4 Ecoregions
and Streamflow
the household,
and number of consumer goods are related to
income for all racial groups.
The variables used to construct ecoregions are geology, climate,
Under
South
Africavegetation
was “two(Omernik
nations”: 1987).
one Black and one
land use, soils,apartheid,
and potential
natural
White (Nattrass
Seekingsamong
2001).ecoregion
Apartheidand
in South
Africahydrology
was an extreme
Establishing
the and
relationship
streamflow
version
intolerance
and reasons
discrimination
which (1)
the stream
state ensured
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is
not anofeasy
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for this in
include:
gages may
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data from surface
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anddifferent
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(Sherer 2000;
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the number
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such as the
Native
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of 1937
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extend
pastLaws
stateAmendments
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(Librarythrough
of Congress,
Country
Studies, South
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1996)
created
flowing
contrasting
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will vary
in how
they
are physical
segregation that was strictly enforced with the ‘separate development’ policy. The
regulated; and (5) the variables comprising ecoregions are generally
government controlled the influx of Africans into urban areas and forced
homogeneous, but a certain amount of heterogeneousness exists (i.e., land
Africans, Coloureds, and Indians to live in separate townships on the outskirts of
use or precipitation) in ecoregions which influences the hydrologic
cities. Servants were the only Africans allowed to live in the city, which had a
variables that control streamflow. Understanding these limitations is
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
critical when trying to establish ecoregions as a spatial framework to
traditional family structures (Burman and van der Spuy 1996; Kellett, Mothwa
understand streamflow trends, however, ecoregions provide a broad scale
and Napier 2002; Mokomane 2014; Outwater, Abrahams and Campbell 2005).
spatial
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by whichpolicy
management
strategies
can
be developed.
The separate
development
meant that
Africans
lived
in areas with few
Rivers
and
streams
are
often
studied
in
a
hierarchical
context children
resources, opportunities and little infrastructure. As a result, African
(Frissell
et al.limited
1986). options
The broad-scale
variables economy.
that constitute
ecoregions
were offered
in the mainstream
Social
segregation was
influence
the
morphology
of
the
watershed,
which
influences
the
streamAct of
reinforced by the Group Areas Acr, the Prohibition of Mixed Marriage
network
and hydraulics
ultimatelyand
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ecosystem function
(Poff
1949
(banning
interracialand
marriages),
the Reservation
of Separate
Amenities
2010).
Alteration
of
the
natural
flow
regime
of
the
1997;
Splinter
et
al.
Act of 1953 (segregated public facilities) (Library of Congress, Country Studies,
river
stream1996).
through
climatic
changes
or streamNelson
regulation
impacts
SouthorAfrica
Given
the severe
conditions,
Mandela
and other
stream
habitat
and the
structure
of thechallenge
stream (Monk
et worked,
al.
Africans
struggling
forcommunity
freedom faced
a daunting
as they
“to
2007).
respondbondage
to changes
in streamflow
by
liberateUnderstanding
all our people how
fromstreams
the continuing
of poverty,
deprivation,
suffering, gender
and other
discrimination
1995: loc. 10406).”
ecoregions
is important
because
ecoregions(Mandela
provide organization
With
goal detailed
to understand
the of
economic
status ofFor
racial/ethnic
necessary
foramore
analyses
stream habitat.
example, groups in
South
in a post-Mandela
Africa, we
use the Cape
Area
habitatAfrica
and ecological
processesSouth
are impacted
by changes
in peak
andPanel Study
data toannual
examine
the predictors
of theand
household
of older adult households
mean
streamflow
(Armitage
Cannanincome
2000). Continued
(those
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older who
live in the
Cape
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on the
personal
research
necessary
to evaluate
how
changes
streamflow
trends
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household and
conditions
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by race and
impacted stream
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sex. We use racial categories in the analysis of this study given the extent to
which the strict and draconian policies of exclusion mentioned above have led to
extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
Coloureds. This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that
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4. CONCLUSION
the household, and number of consumer goods are related to
income for all racial groups.
Analyzing the spatial and temporal variability of streamflow trends
Under
Africa was
“two nations”:
one Black
and one
in Wisconsin isapartheid,
importantSouth
considering
the WICCI
report states
that future
White (Nattrass
and have
Seekings
2001).
Apartheid
in resources
South Africa
was an extreme
climate
change may
a large
impact
on water
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version
of intolerance
andare:
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in peak
whichstreamflow
the state ensured
A
summary
of the results
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is not that the White
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betweenCountry
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ecoregion and the North Central Hardwood Forest ecoregion.
government controlled the influx of Africans into urban areas and forced
Trends in peak streamflow are generally not changing in
Africans, Coloureds, and Indians to live in separate townships on the outskirts of
Wisconsin. The trends (increasing or decreasing) in peak streamflow that
cities. Servants were the only Africans allowed to live in the city, which had a
are occurring do not appear to be caused by changes in mean annual
profound effect on gender relations and in many cases, led to the disruption of
precipitation or changes in the frequency of heavy rainfall. Although peak
traditional family structures (Burman and van der Spuy 1996; Kellett, Mothwa
streamflow trends are not occurring, there is no doubt that large
and Napier 2002; Mokomane 2014; Outwater, Abrahams and Campbell 2005).
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forthcoming
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when in
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they causeSocial
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and
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a
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South Africa 1996). Given the severe conditions, Nelson Mandela and other
and
land use
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and increased
precipitation.
A decrease
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faced a daunting
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precipitation
inpeople
northern
Wisconsin
triggered
changeofpoints
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in the
liberate all our
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into
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Although
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a goal to understand
the economic
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trends were
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the Northern
Lakes and
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data to examine
the predictors
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of older
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change
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mean income
annual flow
document
(those stream
50 and levels
older who
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than live
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household conditions
of older
adult South
Africans by race and
The social
of a changing
hydrology
in Wisconsin,
sex.
We
use
racial
categories
in
the
analysis
of
this
study
given
caused by climate change, have the ability to negatively impact the extent to
which the strict
andmagnitude
draconianflooding
policies causes
of exclusion
mentioned
aboveofhave led to
individuals.
Large
the economic
decline
extreme discrimination, segregation, and violence affecting mostly Africans and
communities that can take years (or decades) to recover from. Individuals
Coloureds. This has created similarity of experiences within the racial groups that
with direct impact of the flooding can suffer anxiety and a host of stress
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